
Enjoy easy, fast 
and versatile scanning

Complete Document Manager 

DR-1210C
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Scan all your paperwork into an easy-to-handle digital format and you can distribute,
share, store and find information effortlessly. Scan with the compact and affordable
DR-1210C and it couldn’t be simpler. Whatever the size of your business, whatever
your needs, this smart little scanner handles everything fast and efficiently. Giving your
business a real competitive edge. 

Easy for everyone. 

Enhance efficiency whatever the size
of your business. Be competitive.



Conveniently compact and
truly affordable

With its stylish and space-saving design,
the DR-1210C fits neatly into the smallest
space. Place it on your desktop, a counter
top or shelf and benefit from a compact
and complete scanning solution. What’s
more, with a highly competitive price the
DR-1210C gives you maximum value for
your money - in the minimum amount 
of space.

Easy 2-way scanning

Document size Automatic Document Feeder (ADF) Flatbed

Width 148 - 216mm 216mm (max)

Length 100 - 356mm 297mm (max)

Thickness 0.06 - 0.15mm or 52-128gsm 

471(W) x 380(D) x 165(H)

ADF scanning Flatbed scanning

Easy one-touch operation

Anyone can operate the DR-1210C with
absolute ease. Scan to print, scan to file or
scan to email simply by pressing a single
button on the clear control panel. Up to 50
specific jobs can also be pre-programmed
on the 5 selectable job buttons, allowing
you to handle routine work and even more
complex jobs quickly and easily. It’s all
designed to save you effort. And it also
gives you more time to get on with other
important tasks. 

Dependable and durable

This work-hungry, robust scanner keeps
delivering high quality images day after
day. Designed for dependability, it ensures
a smooth paper flow while preventing the
risk of document multi-feeding. Plus it’s
really built to last. The durable DR-1210C
claims the longest scanning life in its class,
making sure that you benefit from a return
on your investment that is without equal. 

Flexible dual functionality

Scan multiple page documents using the
Automatic Document Feeder (ADF) and
save time. Or scan books, thick documents,
fragile originals and even business cards by
placing them on the glass platen, for easy
flatbed scanning. This flexible dual
functionality allows efficient scanning of a
wide range of material, ensuring optimal
versatility and productivity. 
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Fast for all your work.

Get more done in less time and
improve your image. Effortlessly.

Take advantage of high scanning speed for all your work with the DR-1210C,
without ever compromising on quality. Scan in colour, black and white and
greyscale at the same fast speed (at 300dpi). This compact scanner also offers
many of the advanced functionalities associated with high level scanners, to
ensure perfect image quality and exceptional productivity. 

Same speed scanning

Simplex, A4 portrait, 300dpi

12
ppm

Grayscale

12
ppm

B&W

12
ppm

COLOUR



Exceptional colour accuracy

When scanning colour documents, you
always get exceptional colour reproduction
and accuracy. An ingenious 3-dimensional
colour correction function faithfully
reproduces the colour information on
documents. This results in superb colour
quality as well as enhanced readability for
all your OCR scanning applications.  

High speed colour, black and white 
and greyscale scanning

Enjoy same speed scanning for all your
work - whether in full colour, black and
white or greyscale. The DR-1210C scans
everything at a rapid 12 pages per minute*.
The result is that whatever work you’re
handling you get the same productive
output without any slowdown or worries.
Transform cumbersome piles of paperwork
into an easy to store and distribute, digital
format - all in the shortest time possible.

* Simplex/A4 portrait/300dpi

Versatile functions for added ease
including ‘punch hole’ removal

An extensive range of image processing
functions enhance ease and efficiency.
When you’re scanning from documents
that have been kept in a binder, it usually
leaves unsightly marks. The DR-1210C has
a ‘remove punch holes’ function which
automatically blanks out these black dots,
so you always get clean and clear scans.
Other practical functions include auto page
size detection, skew correction, border
erasure, text orientation recognition, edge
emphasis and pre-set gamma curve. 

Scan light text and even
pencil marks perfectly

Quality you’d expect from 
high level scanners

This compact scanner delivers the high
quality scans you’d expect from the most
sophisticated scanners. Even complex
documents that might seem difficult to
scan come out perfectly. The DR-1210C
captures the most intricate image details,
with a high optical resolution reaching up
to 600dpi. A convenient Colour Dropout
feature automatically removes red, green 
or blue, enabling far more efficient forms
processing. 

Makes even the lightest text
easily legible

Scan light text, signatures or pencil marks
without any problems using the advanced
text enhancement mode. This practical
feature ensures maximum legibility at all
times. Furthermore, you can be sure that all
relevant and important information is
always captured on your scanned data.
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Versatile applications. 

Let powerful software solve
all your problems. Simply.

The DR-1210C comes complete with a range of software to enhance image quality,
efficiency and ease of use. Simple to install and manage, each utility gives you the
power to carry out practical time and money-saving applications. Discover the best
and brightest ways for your business to stand out from the rest.

CapturePerfect software:
get perfection at a touch

CapturePerfect software improves image
quality significantly, so that your digital
documents often look even better than the
originals. It also makes scanning, saving,
sharing and printing documents extra easy.
Edit, rearrange and manage all your files
effortlessly. Accelerate productivity with
high performance scanning at full speed.
Expect perfect quality every time.

Enjoy CapturePerfect ease

CapturePerfect 
features include:

• Scan to PDF

• Scan to Mail

• Scan to Print

• Scan to Presentation

• Scan to File

• Scan to Printer

• Multi Window

• Advanced Text Enhancement

• Skew Correction

• Pre-scan

• Image Rotation

• Colour Drop Out

• OCR



Scan business cards and
keep your contacts secure

Each business card you collect represents
an important potential client. Lose the card
and you could lose the business. Now new
Presto! BizCard Reader 5 SE software lets
you manage your business cards easily 
and efficiently. Scan up to 8 business cards
in a single run, on the DR-1210C glass
platen. Each card is automatically cropped
and the image captured and saved – with
OCR processing storing the key information. 
You can search, edit, share and manage
scanned contacts with ease. Additional
business or personal information can be
added, giving you a powerful address book
facility that is always at your fingertips.

Create PDF files with 
time-saving text searching

Scan and convert documents into practical
PDF files with Adobe® Acrobat® Standard.
Create time-saving, text-searchable files
thanks to Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) - so you can find information fast
and easily on your PC, using specific
keywords for instant document retrieval. 
A security feature also allows you to encrypt
scanned documents, to fully protect all
important information. 

Get everything right with
accurate OCR recognition

Scan in work with text, tables and graphics
and see everything converted perfectly into
electronic documents that can be easily
shared and edited. OmniPage® SE software
features a powerful OCR capability that
ensures the highest accuracy. So you can
be sure that your typed documents will be
scanned quickly and correctly, saving you
time and effort.

Scan up to 8 business cards 
in a single run
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Address

Specifications DR-1210C

Canon Electronics Inc.

www.canon.com

Canon Europa N.V.

www.canon-europe.com

English Edition 0061W094

© Canon Europa N.V., 2006 (0306)

Canon (UK) Ltd 

Woodhatch, Reigate 

Surrey RH2 8BF 

Telephone No: 08000 353535 

Facsimile No: 01737 220022 

www.canon.co.uk 

Canon Ireland 

Arena Road, Sandyford Industrial Estate 

Dublin 18, Ireland 

Telephone No: 01-2052400 

Facsimile No: 01-2958141 

www.canon.ie 

Conforms to the International
Energy Star program as an MFP

Type Automatic Sheet fed + Flatbed scanner
Document Reading Automatic sheet feeding / flatbed

Sensor 3 line CCD
Optical Resolution 600dpi

Light Source CCFL (Cold-Cathode Fluorescent Lamp)

Scanning Side ADF : Front Side Only & Flatbed
Scanning Speed* 

(A4 300dpi Portrait) Black & White : 12 ppm (Flatbed : Appx. 12 sec.)
Greyscale : 12 ppm with JPEG Compression
Colour : 12 ppm with JPEG Compression

Documents
Size Width ADF: 148-216mm FB: Maximum 216mm 

Length ADF: 100-356mm FB: Maximum 297mm
Thickness ADF 52-128g/m2 (0.06-0.15mm )

Document Storage
Pickup 3.5 mm or less with curl

(35 sheets or less with 80g/m2 )
Please fan the document over 10 sheets

Eject Same as Pickup
Ejected face Face down

Paper Separation With Separation Pad
Output Resolution 100x100dpi, 150x150dpi, 200x200dpi, 240x240dpi, 300x300dpi,

400x400dpi, 600x600dpi

Output mode
Binary B&W / Error Diffusion / Advanced Text Enhancement

Greyscale & Colour 8bit (256 levels) Greyscale
24bit Colour

Interface Hi-Speed USB 2.0 Interface
Dimensions With Paper Guide Closed :471 (W )˘380 (D )˘165 (H )

With Paper Guide Opened :471 (W )˘380 (D )˘240 (H )
Weight Approximately 6.1Kg

Bundled Software Scanner Drivers: ISIS/TWAIN driver
Utility Softwares: CapturePerfect 3.0, Adobe Acrobat Standard 7.0,
OmniPage SE 4, Presto! BizCard Reader 5 SE

Consumables Feed Roller Unit (at 100k scans)
Separation Pad (at 50k scans)

*The reading speed is the maximum hardware speed. Time to process and to transfer the image is excluded.

All data is based on Canon's standard testing methods. 
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
™ and ®: All company and/or product names are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their respective
manufacturers in their markets and/or countries

www.bsdp.canon-europa.com


